
Response to Reviewer 2

The edited manuscript has changes highlighted in blue, and all the line numbers
referred to in our response correspond to the edited version. Thank you.

This new and valuable contribution sets out a probabilistic approach to the
simulation of river meander migration that allows the generation of so-called
geomorphic risk maps. The approach is potentially extremely valuable in that the
derived risk maps offer a much more nuanced insight into the likelihood of
different parts of the channel's floodplain being occupied. The paper is very well
written and clearly argued throughout, so what follows might, for the most part, be
regarded as minor queries/points of clarification rather than major critiques.

Authors’ response: Thank you very much for reviewing our manuscript and for the
favorable recommendation. We are very pleased to hear you find our manuscript
clearly argued and grateful for your very helpful feedback and suggestions.

Reviewer comment 1: At Line 25 it is argued that there is some evidence that larger
rivers (when averaged globally) migrate faster than smaller ones. However, the data
on this is equivocal and it might be helpful to indicate a broader range of
supporting (or conflicting) literature than just the recent analysis by Langhorst and
Pavelsky. Part of the issue here is the qualitative nature of the term larger,
alongside how rates of migration are actually defined. For example, an empirical
data compendium assembled by Marco Van de Wiel has shown that, when
normalized by their channel width, the rates of lateral migration of the largest
rivers are surprisingly low (and often lower than 'smaller' rivers).

Authors’ response: We agree that the jury is still out there, and there are competing
hypotheses on the dependence of river migration on river width. We have now
updated and qualified our sentence.

Reviewer comment 2: At Line 54, it could be useful for the reader to include some
citations to highlight examples of previous risk-mapping approaches of the type
referred to here.

Authors’ response: Thank you. We have now included five references.



Reviewer comment 3: One of my more substantial critiques of this work concerns
the introduction of the Howard-Knutson framework, which is the basis for the
analysis that follows. This is initially introduced at L95, and I felt that it would be
helpful to introduce here some of the limitations (including those identified in prior
empirical work) of that approach, in particular examples of where the simply
assumed relationship between curvature and migration breaks down. In fairness
the authors do address these limitations towards the end of the work, but by
deferring that discussion, the reader is left with a slightly false impression of the
potential capabilities of the modelling framework. Given that one of the key
advantages of a probabilistic approach is that it could potentially highlight
incidences of unusual river behavior (especially behavior that is low probability but
high consequence), then the exclusion of instances of channel migration that do
not conform to the Howard-Knutson model, but which are known to occur in
nature, is regrettable. It is, of course, very difficult to include all such instances in a
single model, especially when the main aim of the paper is to highlight a new
methodological framework. But I do feel that addressing this unavoidable difficulty
head-on and early would be helpful to readers.

Authors’ response: Thank you for pointing this out. We now make this point explicit
in the introduction (L121) rephrasing concerns of the reviewers as: “For example,
there are many instances when this simple assumed relationship between channel
curvature and migration rate does not hold or other controls dominate the
dynamics.”

Additionally, we conclude by saying L541: “We see the Howard-Knutson model may
not always be able to capture the first-order dynamics of the migrating river. We,
therefore, suggest choosing the underlying deterministic model based on the
geomorphic complexity of the case study.”

Despite the limitations of this particular model, we would like to mention again that
our framework is model agnostic. The f(θ), which represents a channel migration
model, can be suitably chosen without loss of generality of our probabilistic
framework.



L490: “As our framework to generate risk maps is model agnostic, we suggest the
forecasters should first check the adequacy of their geometric models for capturing
the first-order dynamics of the channel evolution.”

Reviewer comment 4: Is it really the case (L117-118) that the aim is to capture only
the most likely evolution and not the whole suite of possibilities/probabilities? The
former feels much more limiting than the latter.

Authors’ response: Thank you. We meant that’s the limitation of using fixed
parameter values in a deterministic modeling framework. Whereas our proposed
framework explores the entire suite of possibilities. We have now changed the
wording to reflect this clearly.
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